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1. Executive Summary

The prototype of Distributed Power System was successfully tested in standstill and dynamic
operations. The dynamic tests were executed in the constellation loco – 500 m wagons – loco.
For the test campaign fully loaded Fal-wagon with in total 3500 t were used.
During the test campaign on public infrastructure between Hamburg and Bremen different
operational scenarios of traction and braking with and without DPS were executed. Longitudinal
forces in the train were measured and compared to the simulation results.
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2. Abbreviations and acronyms
Abbreviation / Acronyms
DPS
BP
SB
FSB
EB

GA 730823

Description
Distributed Power System
Brake Pipe
Service Brake
Full Service Brake
Emergency Brake
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3. Background
The present document constitutes the Deliverable D5.5 “Test report” in the framework of the TD
5, task 5.5 of IP 5.
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4. Objective/Aim
This document describes the test activities within WP 5 Long Trains. The tests build on the
previous simulation activities of in-train-forces and the corresponding risk management (see Del.
5.4). The tests continue the installation and lab test of the DPS prototype described in Del. 5.3.
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5. Static tests

After the developer tests in the lab where passed successfully, Bombardier started testing on the
locomotives. In a first step test in standstill and with walking pace using the two locomotives
provided by DB where performed. In a second step tests in standstill with additional 496 m
wagons where performed.

5.1 Tests loco – loco

The test campaign with two locomotives was separated in 3 phases.
In the first phase Bombardier tested the behaviour of the two locomotives in standstill. The
following functions were successfully tested:










Panto selection
Panto raising on leading and guided locomotive
Switching on and off MCB
Behaviour of the parking brake
Emergency measures on leading and guided locomotive
Tractive effort in standstill
Behaviour of the locomotives in communication loss situation
Traction interlock scenarios
Visualization of traction/braking and commands and events

In the second phase tests with walking pace where performed. Walking pace as maximum
velocity had to be chosen as on DB area as it was not allowed to drive with higher velocity. With
walking pace nevertheless tractive and braking behaviour could be tested. Also, the tests
performed in standstill where repeated to guaranty that the higher speed would not lead to a
different behaviour.
In the third phase Bombardier and Faiveley tested the integration of the brake functionalities of
DPS functions. In these tests also the behaviour of the guided locomotive in communication loss
(degraded) mode was tested. In this mode filling of the brake pipe by the guided locomotives is
stopped.

GA 730823
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Fig.1 BOMBARDIER AC3 locomotives (DB-Type BR187) in DPS while testing loco-loco communication

5.2 Functional tests loco – wagons – loco
Distributed braking was tested in standstill with a mixed train of 27 wagons (496 m) in the
shunting yard of Mannheim. The tests have been performed in normal operation as well as in
communication loss situation.
The following functions were successfully tested:







Brake pipe filling to 5 bar
Reduction of brake pipe pressure to 4,2 bar
Refilling to 5 bar
Full service brake
Different brake pressure values testing the filling and venting
Emergency brake reaction
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Fig. 2 Tests in standstill with a 496 m test train in Mannheim

6. Dynamic tests
6.1.

Test preparation

Dynamic tests were done with a classic wagon constellation of 39 Fal-wagons (500 m) for heavy
block trains. The in-train-forces for this train constellation were simulated in detail by the
DYNAFREIGHT consortium. The goal of the dynamic tests was to validate the simulation results
and to test the train in the constellation “loco – wagons – loco” in normal operational scenarios
on a public infrastructure.
The Fal-wagons which normally are used for coal transport were cleaned and extra loaded with
limestone in a quarry. It was not suitable to use coal as coal is compressing if its stored for a
longer time period in freight wagons.

GA 730823
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Fig. 3 Quarry where the test train was loaded with limestone

The dynamic tests took place during the 20th to 24th of May 2019 on a public track section
between Hamburg and Bremen in the northern part of Germany.

Fig. 4 Track section where the test campaign took place

The tests were performed under the responsibility of DB Systemtechnik who acted as the
responsible Railway Undertaking. The test track section with a distance of around 40 km (track
number 1283) is usually used as a test section by DB Systemtechnik. In a first step, a track section
with no challenging topography has been chosen to verify the most important functionality
(comparison with and without DPS) and to validate the simulation done by measuring the intrain forces in various locations within the train.
The train was equipped with measurement and communication technology to log all relevant
GA 730823
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traction and brake commands during the tests and to ensure a stable voice communication
between both locos.

Fig. 5 Measurement Equipment on the test train, test team from DB, Bombardier and Faiveley

The train constellation was designed as follows:

Fig.6 Test train constellation with the positions of measurement equipment
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The tests were performed in both directions, the leading loco can be found in each test run data.

6.2.

Test results

During the test campaign traction and brake tests were performed varying the following
parameters:
 Brake regime G and LL (“Lange Lok”: leading loco and first five wagons in G, all other
wagons in P)
 Type of brake command: Service Brake (SB), Full Service Brake (FSB), Emergency Brake
(EB)
 Initial speed: 100 km/h, 60 km/h, 30 km/h
 DPS activated or deactivated (guided loco acts as a wagon)
 Radio available or not available (DPS in nominal or degraded mode)

6.2.1.

Brake distance

Following tables show the brake distances with and without activated DPS. The values with
activated DPS are mean values of four brake tests in each parameter constellation. The values
with deactivated DPS are measured values of only one brake test in each parameter
constellation.
Brake Regime G
Initial speed 60 km/h
Initial speed 100 km/h

Full Service Brake
348 m / 325 m
1007 m / 920 m

Emergency Brake
315 m / 311 m
939 m / 924 m

Brake Regime LL
Initial speed 60 km/h
Initial speed 100 km/h

Full Service Brake
357 m / 284 m
986 m / 891 m

Emergency Brake
269 m / 227 m
864 m / 808 m

Fig. 7 Comparison of brake distances with and without activated DPS (e.g. brake distance in LL from 100 km/h with Full Service
Brake 986 m without DPS and 891 m with activated DPS)

6.2.2.

Dynamic behaviour

For each test run the dynamic behaviour of major traction and brake values are documented
(from top to bottom):
1. Speed (v_gl) and acceleration on Tfz 1 (a_gl)
2. Pressure in brake pipe at position Tfz 1, wagon 13, wagon 28, Tfz 2
3. Compression forces at wagon 13 and wagon 28 (Fp)
4. Tension forces at wagon 13 and wagon 28 (Fs)

GA 730823
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The following example shows an emergency brake in brake regime G from an initial speed of 60
km/h without DPS (guided loco behaves like a wagon). The test run shows pressure forces up to
220 kN.

Fig. 8 Emergency brake in G without DPS from 60 km/h

GA 730823
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At the same test setup with activated DPS the guided loco Tfz 2 repeats the emergency brake
command with a delay of around 2 seconds. The BP is vented from both directions so that the
brake force is built up more simultaneously. The compression forces are reduced by around 40 %
to a maximum of 140 kN.

Fig. 9 Emergency brake in G with DPS from 60 km/h
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Even in brake regime LL the DPS reduces the compression forces significantly. Due to different
brake modes in the train consist (guiding loco and first 5 wagons in G, rest in P) tension forces
come up and alternate with compression forces.

Fig. 10 Emergency brake in LL without DPS from 100 km/h

GA 730823
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Fig. 11 Emergency brake in LL with DPS from 100 km/h

Beside explicit emergency braking operations normal operational procedures have been tested.
In these scenarios DPS shows another operational advantage: significantly reduced releasing
times of the whole train due to the refilling from the train end.
Brake regime
Filling time [sec]
Releasing time [sec]
G, EB, DPS off
23,23
137,76
G, EB, DPS on
22,64
53,68
G, FSB, DPS off
23,94
138,03
G, FSB, DPS on
22,95
52,37
LL, EB, DPS off
13,65
159,02
LL, EB, DPS on
5,57
32,04
LL, FSB, DPS off
22,65
138,55
LL, FSB, DPS on
8,59
30,93
Fig. 12 Filling and Releasing time following UIC 540
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The following test run shows a normal operational situation with acceleration phase, Service
Brake and restart:

Fig. 13 Acceleration, Service Brake, Brake release and restart in G with DPS

GA 730823
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Also, the transition from Full Service Brake to Emergency Brake was tested. The parallel brake
commands on both locos leads to lower compression and tension forces:

Fig. 14 Transition from Full Service Brake to Emergency Brake in G with DPS from 100 km/h

The radio availability is one important aspect to ensure an efficient operations of DPS. During the
test period only very few situations of unforced communication loss were detected. This applied
not only on the test section between Rotenburg and Buchholz but also on the 180 km transfer
trip between Braunschweig and Rotenburg. In case of communication loss a faile safe procedure
starts by ramping down the traction force on the guided loco and by supporting brake
commands detected from the BP. The DBCU reacts on pressure drops by additional venting the
BP in defined steps by the guided loco. This “degraded mode” behaviour can be demonstrated in
the following test run:
GA 730823
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Fig. 15 Emergency Brake in G with DPS in degraded mode (communication loss)
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Simulations have shown, that low initial speeds lead to the highest in-train-forces. This was
verified within the test campaign. The following test run shows an Emergency brake from 30
km/h in degraded mode. Although the guided loco supports venting the BP the test run shows
compression forces up to 500 kN.

Fig. 16 Emergency Brake in LL from 30 km/h with DPS in degraded mode (communication loss)

GA 730823
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The forces are much higher if the emergency brake occurs in a full traction situation. The
following test run shows a communication loss with the subsequent ramp down of traction force
on the guided loco (additional data: Fe). The following Emergency brake is supported by the
guided loco, the compression forces reach a value of 900 kN:

Fig. 17 Emergency Brake in Full traction in LL from 30 km/h with DPS in degraded mode (communication loss)

GA 730823
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High forces are not the result of the DPS behaviour. A high level of forces also occurs, if the
guided loco does not vent the BP additionally but behaves like a wagon:

Fig. 18 Emergency Brake in Full traction in LL from 30 km/h without DPS (guided loco behaves like a wagon)

GA 730823
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6.3.

Simulation and test

One of the main objectives of the test is to calibrate the simulation model for the future.
Therefore, the following chapters show the modal prediction and model calibration.

6.3.1.

Model prediction

In order to proof a safe operation in nominal and degraded modes, the demonstrator train had
been simulated in advance.
The various scenarios were analysed during a hazard identification workshop. The worst case
was identified to be the degraded mode 202 (see page 22, Fig. 17), which represents a traction
manoeuvre followed by an emergency brake.
This turned out to be true.The level for predicted longitudinal compression forces was much too
low. The simulation showed maximum forces of roughly 400 kN. Instead during test forces round
about 800 kN have been measured.
The predicted forces entailed an unfavorable decision because the smaller test buffers had been
selected and these buffers were calibrated to measure forces within a range of maximum round
about 400 kN. Thus, there is some uncertainty about correctness of measured force significantly
higher than 400 kN.
Concerning force prediction, it must be stated that simulation failed. The studies of degraded
modes, especially traction interrupted by emergency brake application, performed by
DYNAFREIGHT with their developed tool set and as well by DB Systemtechnik using TrainDy,
failed both in predicting the right level of forces.
This is not due to the applied physical models but rather due to the fact, that one single train
must be considered as a random sample of an almost infinite number of train configurations.
Simulation is assuming nominal conditions of technical components relevant for longitudinal
dynamics. The nominal properties of the locomotives revealed an untypical brake pipe venting
which is one reason for wrongly computed compression forces.
Other factors are linked to technical parameters that are deviating from their nominal set values.
Some of these deviations must be considered as an unknown variable. As an example, the
efficiency of the brake rigging is linked to the maintenance status and must be considered as a
parameter with a certain scatter.
In terms of prediction, simulation is expected to be more powerful and accurate when applied in
connection with statistical assumptions.

6.3.2.

Model calibration

The most significant task was to calibrate the simulation model and to achieve a good agreement
with the test. Finally, this has been a challenging task, as the UIC certified simulation software
TrainDy was developed based on numerous test results, most of them performed before year
2000 and linked to rather old rolling stock incorporating typical UIC characteristics.
GA 730823
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The functionality that has been implemented in the official TrainDy version corresponds with
typical UIC homologated components. A good agreement with a large test suite was achieved in
the validation/ UIC certification phase of TrainDy.
This validation referred to cast iron blocks. Instead wagons have been equipped with LL brake
blocks. As there is only a small number of friction tests of LL blocks available, also friction values
have been subject to calibration.
Even if the modern locomotive series 187, that has been fitted with DPS for the demonstrator
test, is complying with the requirements of EN standards and UIC leaflets, an unexpected
behavior of the locomotives has been observed regarding brake pipe pneumatics. This fact has
been asking for untypical input parameter settings of the TrainDy functionality. It has to be
emphasized that all these settings are based on physics and have not been subject to a pure
mathematical scaling/ approximation. Figure 199 exemplarily shows the calibration result which
can be considered as a good agreement between test and simulation.
One of the benefits of the simulation is that especially during model calibration a very detailed
analysis of the test data is taking place and therefore DPS deviations or system particularities like
force reduction gradients of electrodynamic brake or traction, that are not obvious at first sight,
can be identified.
Also, it turned out that reaction time of the slave locomotive is varying and must be considered
as a random phenomenon (of course in certain boundaries) that has a strong impact on the level
of longitudinal forces.

GA 730823
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Figure 19: Comparison between simulation (dashed lines) with test (solid lines). Upper left diagram: Compression
forces at couplings of wagons 12/13 and 27/28. Upper right diagrams: pneumatic characteristic of brake pipe and
brake cylinder pressure. Lower centered diagrams: Traction forces and speed.

Finally, it can be stated that the calibrated simulation model now shows a general good
agreement with the test result of the Demonstrator. It must be emphasized that the simulation
scenarios have been chosen in order to provoke very high longitudinal compression forces
because these high forces allow a better understanding of the dynamics and make model
calibration easier. It does not mean that all these scenarios would be automatically relevant for
future operation with DPS.

6.3.3.

Next steps

It has been possible to achieve a good agreement between demonstrator test and simulation
results during calibration of the TrainDy model.
Prediction of longitudinal forces is working well within statistical considerations. However,
simulation of single train configurations, like the demonstrator train, may provide a significantly
different longitudinal dynamics, as rolling stock contains unknown dispersions of physical
parameters. Additionally, pneumatic properties of locomotives must be calibrated first before
analyzing complete trains. This calibration can be done based on homologation tests done with
the locomotive.
It is recommended to continue using series 187 for future tests, as now there is experience and
data available about characteristics of this type of locomotive.

7. Conclusions
The major results of the test campaign can be summarized as follows:
 Brake distances are lower with DPS
GA 730823
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Under nominal DPS conditions in-train-forces are lower compared to case ‘DPS switched
off’
Degraded DPS conditions may have a strong impact on the level of longitudinal forces.
Thus, it is recommended to run DPS trains in brake regime G when today’s limits in terms
of mass and train length are exceeded
Under DPS control a high level of longitudinal compression forces has been measured
only in some operational scenarios. This high level or an even higher level is observed
when DPS is switched off during the same type of scenario
Releasing time of the brakes of the whole train is significantly shorter with DPS
Simulation is a helpful means to identify the most critical operational scenarios of a
system
The prediction of maximum values of longitudinal forces has not been completely
successful, mainly because deviations to the specified DPS behaviour have been observed
and some random effects of GSM-R communication occurred
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